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Features of Sony Cameras
Sony professional camcorders come 
equipped with a LOW KEY SA
function, which allows the adju
color saturation in low-light are
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saturation of an object that ha
difference signal levels.  For e
the “After Setting” image, the r
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strong colors, such as red and

vegetables or a dark red dress, they may 
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ttractive images of such 
taining the full saturation of 
ed colors.

camcorders with LOW KEY 
N adjustment function
ries, HDW-750/730 series, 
ries, PDW-530/510 series, 
0series, and MSW-970 series

ttings
URATION can be set in the LOW KEY SAT page from the PAINT menu.

Setting L.KEY SAT LEVEL to a negative (-) 
value will reduce the saturation level of the 
colors in dark areas, while setting it to a 
positive (+) value will increase the saturation. 
In the case shown in the “After Setting” image, 
the L.KEY SAT RANGE is set to HIGH and the 
L.KEY SAT LEVEL is “+75.”
The example shown is with a DSR-450WSL camera. 
The results of this adjustment may differ from the sample 
image, depending on the camera model and the lighting 
conditions, even if the same setting value is used.
The menu configuration might differ from the example 
shown here depending on the camera you use.
For additional information, refer to the Operating 
Instructions for your camera.
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mixed with the luminance signals.  Also, the 
reason that only low-light color saturation 
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The differences from BLACK GAMMA:
While the LOW KEY SATURATION function 
uses the LOW KEY SATURATION circuit to 
process the signals after the Matrix circuit, 
BLACK GAMMA function (see Issue 4) 
processes the signal before it enters the Matrix 
circuit. In the BLACK GAMMA circuit, both the 
color-difference signals and luminance signals 
are adjusted together, causing both the color 
saturation and brightness to change accordingly.  
By using the LOW KEY SATURATION and 
BLACK GAMMA functions together, you can 
create images with rich black, as well as rich 
colors. Be sure to check the actual image on the 
monitor as you adjust your camera.

 LOW KEY SAT       :   ON

 L.KEY SAT LEVEL   :   75

 L.KEY SAT RANGE   : HIGH

 Y BLACK GAMMA     :  OFF

 Y BLK GAM LEVEL   :    0

 Y BLK GAM RANGE   : HIGH

 P14 LOW KEY SAT

W KEY SAT       :   ON

KEY SAT LEVEL   :    0

KEY SAT RANGE   : HIGH

BLACK GAMMA     :  OFF

BLK GAM LEVEL   :    0

BLK GAM RANGE   : HIGH
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Preface
When shooting in an environment with 
insufficient lighting on the subject, the 
colors in dark areas of the image may not 
be fully reproduced. For example, in the 
“Before Setting” image, the colors of the 
candies are not fully reproduced, causing 
the image to look less attractive. This is 

due to a drop in the color
levels that determines th
of the reproduced image
In such situations, it is req
adjust the color-differenc
low-light areas.
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